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In 1596 a young Venetian nobleman, one Francesco Gradenigo, ventured across the Channel to 
visit England and reported to the Venetian Ambassador in France with ‘some account of those 
things which struck me as worthy of your notice’. One of the sights which impressed Gradenigo 
was England’s early warning system, the fire beacons:

Against all invasion in force they have this, to me, admirable arrangement. The whole 
country is diversified by charming hills, and from the summits of those which are nearer to the 
sea they sweep the whole horizon. On these summits are poles with braziers filled with 
inflammable material which is fired by the sentinel if armed ships of the enemy are sighted, 
and so in a moment the news spreads from hill to hill throughout the kingdom, and everyone 
rushes to the place whence the signal came. As the kingdom is very populous the enemy could 
not effect a landing without finding himself confronted by 20 to 25 thousand men.1
This beacon system was unique to England and impressed many visitors in the 16th century: in 

1545 the Imperial Ambassador wrote to his master that ‘by means of the beacons the English say 
that they can anywhere muster 25,000 or 30,000 men in two hours, and they are confident in 
their strength and delighted to see their enemy near’2; a warning amplified by two English nobles 
in 1557 who explained to a French officer that no enemy could land in England ‘without 
likelihood of great loss in the landing, and when he is landed, he must come to the sault the first 
day; and after that if he pay it, he must look to fight every day, and to have battles offered to him 
without end’.3

That this was no idle boast can be illustrated by the events of 1545 when the French entered 
the Spithead off Portsmouth. While the sea battle in which the Mary Rose was lost was being 
fought:

the beakens were sett on fire throughte the whole coastes and forthwith suche was the resorte 
of the people as were sufficiente to garde the lande from the entringe of the Frenche 
men. . . . The French men percevinge that they could doe noe good by tarieinge theire, 
departed agayne to the seas.4

Letters carried the warning on into Somerset, Wiltshire ‘and dyuerse other places adioyning’5 
while the firing of the Oxfordshire beacons mustered the forces of Worcestershire, 100 miles 
from the threatened shore. Gathered by the beacons, the letters set them marching towards 
‘Portismowthe’.6 In 1588, even the Duke of Parma, awaiting the arrival of the Armada in the 
Low Countries, contemplating the numbers of militia that would fall upon his invasion, paused 
to think: ‘If I set foot on shore it will be necessary for us to fight battle after battle’.7

The beacon system seems to have come into use in the early 14th century during Edward II’s 
conflict with his queen and matured during the opening decades of the Hundred Years War. By 
the reign of Henry VIII it had been regularised into a sophisticated early warning system, 
capable of directing the local forces to any particular landing site using multiple beacons at key 
sites on and behind the coast and a simple code while, as above, letters sent post-haste alerted 
the neighbouring counties.8

At first the beacons were but large bonfires but by the end of the 14th century permanent 
specialised structures were normal: tall oak posts surmounted by an iron fire basket and 
provided with a ladder. Atop prominent hills, some beacon ‘trees’ were conspicuous landmarks 
and were often shown on early county maps such as those by Saxton or Speede or Ogilby’s later 
road maps, and they frequently appeared on medieval and 16th and 17th century coats of arms, 
paintings and other pictorial sources. The fuel for the beacons was usually tar-soaked pitch



although furze, wood, gorse, coal, or almost anything inflammable, seems to have been 
acceptable and despite the widespread use of the ‘tree’ beacon the old bonfire style beacon 
continued to be set.9

The beacons and their watch were set and controlled under the same administrative structure 
that was responsible for the mustering and training of the county’s armed levy. By the late 16th 
century the system was well oiled and only needed a brief ‘the beacons to be watched’ to be 
added to the muster orders and similar instructions sent to the Lords Lieutenant of the counties 
for the beacons to be ‘set up in ye place accustomed’. The Lords Lieutenant (or more usually 
their deputies) gave instructions to the Justices of the Peace and through them to the head 
constable of each hundred. Nominally each hundred had a beacon but the authorities seem to 
have been happy to leave the exact arrangements in each county to local discretion for this 
nominal beacon per hundred was the exception rather than the rule. In Norfolk for example, all 
the hundreds shared the financial burden of the county’s 15 beacons, from two to six hundreds 
per beacon. Hertfordshire, with eight hundreds had only four beacons; Northamptonshire, with 
20 hundreds had only five while Derbyshire had no beacons at all. On the other hand, in Sussex, 
some hundreds had four, five or in one hundred, six beacons, all well attested, all in use in 1587 
as shown in an Armada survey of the coast and in Cornwall, ‘Everye parish . . .  for the most 
parte, hath a beacon’.10

The Justices arranged for locals, ‘wyse and vigilent men’, or ‘discreet men’, to watch the 
beacons, overseen by ‘those whom the King can best trust’. The period of the watch varied, 
usually spring to autumn but extended as the international situation warranted. The numerous 
complaints dealt with by Quarter Sessions courts in many counties and the Privy Council in the 
late 16th and early 17th centuries suggest that, except at times of especial emergency, the watch 
was a duty of low status and could be tedious for the watchers. This led to problems arising both 
from the ‘trigger happy’ and idle hands, with watchers neglecting their duty to go ‘a-killing of 
partridge in standing corn’ or about other mischief. Misidentification of friendly shipping for 
hostile and false alarms caused by ‘forest’ fire (usually furze or fern) or even the smoking out of 
badgers were not uncommon.11 Such problems resulted in the supervision of the watch being so 
tightened that towards the end of the 16th century and the long war with Spain it was ordered 
that ‘no manner of beacons be fired without special direction from one of the Lieutenants or 
some Justice of the Peace next adjoining at the least’.12 Although the beacons remained on the 
hills and were watched until the Civil War, such restrictions corrupted their main virtue: speed 
in spreading the alarm, and they lost much of their value. The beacons played no part in the Civil 
War and after the Restoration, although the beacons were occasionally set on local (and very 
rarely, on national) initiative, the increasing sophistication of militia and maintenance of a 
standing army meant that emergency panic raising of the population was unnecessary. And 
thus, after an honourable record of more than 300 years’ service, the ‘war flame’ on the hilltop 
flickered out leaving at best, just a locally remembered tradition.

Except in times of exceptional stress, the beacons were set only in the coastal counties but 
Surrey was often accounted maritime in militia matters13 and although no contemporary listing 
of beacons for the county has been located, a number have been identified. John Norden’s map 
of 1594 showed a beacon on the Hog’s Back, north of Seale (OS: SU 9148) and it was doubtless 
for this beacon that in 1619 the churchwarden of Seale ‘layed out to the cunstable’, the sum of 
2s.14 This record shows the tail of the standard beacon organisation via Lord Lieutenant, 
Justices, high and petty constable. The next link in this chain is disclosed in a record of ‘Tumble 
Beacon’ (OS: TQ 23 59) at ‘Burrough’ in Banstead which was also shown on Norden’s map. In 
1594 William Merland, the lord of the manor, was appointed to receive £40 ‘of the High 
Constables of the Hundred of Kingston etc for the wages of persons watching this Beacon’.15 As 
this beacon was in Copthorne and Effingham hundred, this record suggests that the 13 hundreds 
of Surrey shared the responsibility and cost of a smaller number of beacons in the way seen 
clearly in Norfolk. Further weight is added to this suggestion by the Hog’s Back beacon shown 
by Norden being in Woking hundred whilst Seale was in Farnham.

Another Surrey beacon is disclosed by a reference in the Wandsworth church wardens’



accounts which in 1639 recorded ‘Dissburstment ffor the Parish . . . of 6/8d . . . Concerning 
the becon’.16 Wandsworth was in the hundred of Brixton and on two occasions in the 16th 
century Southwark, in the same hundred, came to the attention of the Privy Council in 
connection with the watching of the beacons. On the first occasion, ‘the laste of September, 
1556’, the Council wrote a letter of thanks to John White: ‘for his paynes and diligence, willing 
him to give ordre for the discharge of watching the Beacons’.17 On the second occasion, in 1593, 
the Council were not so pleased; a letter to the Lord Mayor of London (under whose jurisdiction 
for some purposes Southwark lay) ordered him to discover why the justices should have cause to 
complain that:

‘that parte of the burroughe of Southwarke which is under the countie doth refuse to yelde 
those reasonable sommes and allowance towardes the watchinge of the beacons, . . . [and 
other charges] which hath been rated and apportioned upon them, whereby the burthen doth 
ly more hevy on the rest of the inhabitantes.’ The Council asked that ‘some soche as you shall 
thincke fitt to make choice of’ should attend them to explain this lack.18
A number of views of London or Lambeth made in the 17th century show what has been taken 

as a beacon turret on the tower of Lambeth parish church. Such use was not unknown; for 
example, in 1451, the corporation of New Romney in Kent paid for the making of a ‘bekene’ for

vi.

Fig 1. Surrey beacons: a bonfire beacon, from an 
Isle of W ight estate map of 1566 (see note 25 
for details)



Fig 2. Surrey beacons: ‘tree’ beacons, from 15th century illustrations (see note 25 for details).



the campanile of the parish church and in 1672 beacons were noted on the ‘Church steeples’ at 
Dengy and Wakering in Essex,19 but the turret at Lambeth was removed during the 18th century 
and Lambeth beacon remains speculative.20

A number of other beacons have been located in the county. A muster list recorded in the 
Guildford Borough Court Book, cl550, mentioned that the men were to gather at the ‘becon’ on 
Guildown to the west of the town (OS: TQ 97 48) which was in Godalming hundred.21 In 1580, 
Beckenshaw at Woodmansterne in Croydon hundred was recorded as ‘Beaconsfield’22 and 
tradition, remembered on Rocque’s large scale map of the county (1768) recalled ‘Beacon 
Heath’, 13A miles south of Lingfield in Tandridge hundred. Part of Hindhead Hill is also 
traditionally known as ‘Beacon Hill’ (OS: SU 88 36); however, this is in Godalming hundred 
which also had Guildown beacon and it was not marked on Rocque’s map nor on the earlier 
large scale survey by Senex (1729) nor Lindley & Crossley’s map of 1790.23

From these references it is suggested that the county’s arrangements were: Woking and 
Farnham hundreds sharing the responsibility for Seale Beacon; Copthorne and Effingham 
hundred and Kingston hundred sharing Tumble Beacon; Tandridge and Reigate hundreds 
sharing a beacon on the heath at Lingfield; Blackheath and Wotton hundred sharing Guildown 
beacon with Godalming hundred (fig 4).

If this was the pattern, it is likely that Chertsey and Elmbridge, adjacent Thames-side 
hundreds, shared the responsibility of a beacon, perhaps on Frith Hill or Bagshot or St Ann’s 
Heaths and that Brixton and Wallington hundred might have shared ‘Beckenshaw’ beacon at



Woodmansterne with Croydon hundred. Dorking, the 13th hundred, may have had its beacon 
on Leith Hill or Hackhurst Down, north of Gomshall, although no confirming evidence has 
been found.24

No illustration has been located of any of the Surrey beacons but apart from the occasional 
making of the bonfire beacon as shown on an 1566 estate map from the Isle of Wight (fig 1), the 
‘tree’ form of beacon was nearly universal and there is little doubt that figs 2 and 3 represent the 
kind of structures that crowned the Surrey hills.25
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